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Bakeries: The Not-So-Secret
Ingredient for Consumers’
Special Occasions
While summer is often associated with frozen treats like ice cream, gelato
and popsicles, it’s a major opportunity for baked goods sales too. After all, no
celebration is complete without dessert!
From Memorial Day to Labor Day to graduation and wedding season,
summer provides plenty of opportunities for bakeries to market and sell custom
cakes that make celebrations not only a little sweeter, but also more memorable.
At Dawn, we focus on partnering with you to help grow your business.
Our team is constantly hard at work researching new trends based on targeted
consumer insights to help you stay ahead of your customers’ needs throughout
the year. And summer is no exception. Whether you’re looking to bring your
customers new cleaner label cake options or want to use brighter colors this
summer, our extensive cake product portfolio of both bases and mixes, paired
with our buttercreme style icings, provides the perfect solution.
In this issue, we spotlight cake trends and inspirational designs to help
inform your creative thinking this summer. You’ll also see ways to work with
unique textures, bake with summer’s bounty and grow your business at events
like seasonal festivals and fairs.
We know baked goods make every occasion more special, and that’s why
it’s our promise to work hand in hand with you to make life’s moments even
sweeter—one cake at a time!
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Want to learn about how digital technology can improve your business? See how
the Dawn Bakery Business Portal streamlines ordering and fuels bakery success at
DawnFoods.com/Bakery-Business-Portal.
Sources: “Mobile Search: Topics and Themes,” Connexity; “Restaurant Insights Report 2017,” TouchBistro, 2017; “Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2017 Results Conference Call,” Facebook, Jan. 31, 2018; “Social
Media Use Jumps in Q1 Despite Privacy Fears,” Simon Kemp, We Are Social and Hootsuite, April 24, 2018

Tantalizing
Textures

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

How to use
limited-time offers to
raise funds for charity
To support meaningful causes
and foster community goodwill,
bakeries can leverage limited-time
offers (LTOs). These promotions
boost awareness not only for the
cause but for the bakery brand as
well. Tim Clegg, founder and CEO
of Springfield, Missouri,-based
Hurts Donut Company, understands
the power of charitable giving:
It’s helped his business grow to
19 locations since its 2013 launch.
“We attribute much of our success
to our charitable partnerships in the
communities we serve,” explains
Clegg, who considers fundraising
a major marketing tool. To support
charities through LTOs, try
these tactics:

CONNECT WITH A MEANINGFUL CAUSE
“You’ve got to believe in what you’re raising money for,” says Clegg, who, after being
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, decided to funnel the bulk of corporate giving to the
National MS Society. Sprinkles Cupcakes, based in Austin, Texas, is a woman-founded
bakery with a strong female following, so it paired naturally with the National Breast
Cancer Foundation (NBCF), says Allison Click, Sprinkles’ vice president of marketing.

FIND OPPORTUNITIES TO ADD LAYERS OF
CRUNCH, CREAM AND INDULGENT RICH
TEXTURES TO YOUR BAKED GOODS AND
TAKE OFFERINGS TO THE NEXT LEVEL.

DEVELOP MEMORABLE,
MEANINGFUL LTOs

SPREAD THE WORD

From the crunchy-smooth dynamic of caramel and nuts to
the gooey-crumbly mix of an apple crisp, texture can play
a big role in baked goods’ appeal. And it doesn’t just please

For inspiration, start with shapes or colors
that your charity identifies with. For
example, during Breast Cancer Awareness
Month in October, Sprinkles raised
$15,000 for the NBCF through the sale
of pink strawberry champagne cupcakes
(left). And a Hurts Donut’s location in
Wichita, Kansas, raised $30,000 by selling
Thin Blue Line donuts—topped with
black icing and a blue line of frosting—to
benefit the family of a fallen police officer.

taste buds. Mintel recently identifies unique textures as a top trend
since they can boost the appearance of foods—key for social media.
Some bakeries get extra creative with textures, using ingredients like
puffed rice cereal, sesame seeds, malted chocolate and marshmallows.
Flavor Cupcakery in Bel Air, Maryland, for example, tops Cracker
Jack cupcakes with popcorn and peanuts, and its chocolate
peppermint cupcakes feature crushed candy canes. “There’s definitely
something to be said for flavors that are visually and texturally
appealing and a little bit different,” says owner Shelley Stannard. “It
registers with people that this place is doing some neat things.”

Just as with any other LTO, it’s important to promote the one you create for charity on
your bakery’s social platforms. Highlight and tag the organization benefiting from the
fundraising efforts, explaining its mission and work, as well as your bakery’s connection to
the cause. It’s also a good idea to use social media, signage and other marketing materials
to communicate how exactly the organization will benefit from the LTO. Clearly stating
what portion of the proceeds will be donated demonstrates transparency to customers.
— Lisa A. Beach

COULD IT
CATCH ON?

SUMAC

Packed with antioxidants, this superfood spice
brings tart flavor and bright color to baked goods.

What Is Sumac?

Sumac by the Numbers

Bake With Sumac

Early Adopters

It’s a spice derived from wild
berry flowers that’s rich in
antioxidants. A longtime staple
in Middle Eastern and South Asian
cooking, sumac is growing more popular,
even making its way into baked goods.

34%

Sumac tastes tangy and fruity, and
it adds a reddish-purple hue to baked
goods. Unlike other spices, sumac’s flavor
dulls as it’s heated. For an even, rich color
and invigorating lemony flavor, mix sumac
with dry ingredients as you’re preparing
the batter for treats like cookies. For a
stronger, more aromatic taste, use the
spice sparingly to dust finished desserts.

New York City’s Golda has
combined sumac with hibiscus
to create a cake glaze. And Chef Jeff
Mahin of restaurant group Lettuce
Entertain You created a sumac
donut by folding the spice and
brown sugar into brioche dough.
He then glazed the donut with
vanilla bean-sumac icing.

Menu penetration increased
from 2015 to 2017

With 19% of consumers saying

superfood claims increase the likelihood
they’ll order a dish or beverage, sumac is a great
addition to health-minded bakery offerings.

Sources: Mintel, Datassential, Bon Appetit, Serious Eats
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INNOVATION
STATION

PROCESS MAKES PERFECT

— Chuck Ulie

Unique textures may require extra testing time, as bakers have
to ensure not only that flavor combinations work but that any
contrasting crunchiness, chewiness and fluffiness offer a pleasant
eating experience. Items also have to work within existing
operations. Stannard makes sure her team has enough time to
make textured components—such as torch-caramelized sugar for
creme brulee cupcakes—by offering only one complicated item
each day. The bakery also makes smaller batches of these intricate
treats, positioning them as limited-time offers. “We make limited
quantities because it’s something that excites people we can promote
online,” Stannard says. Another way to minimize extra labor
requirements is to avoid relying solely on scratch ingredients for
texture. Candy, like Pop Rocks, and nuts can add that component
without a lot of extra work on bakers’ part.

KEEP DISPLAY AND SHELF LIFE TOP OF MIND
The final product also has to be structurally sound; overloading
baked goods with too many trimmings—no matter how interesting—
can cause issues, says Aaron Surman, executive chef at Lucky’s
Doughnuts. The Vancouver, Canada, bakery offers seasonal donuts
with toppings like shaved coconut and torched meringue. “When it
comes to texture and timeline, you do look at what you’re putting on,
and will it stay or [will the donut] become too soft within an hour or
two [because] you have too much stuff on top,” Surman says.

— Erin Brereton

Photos by iStock, Breast cancer fundraiser cupcake courtesy of Sprinkles Cupcakes

FROM THE
PANTRY

TAKE THE

Cake
How expert
bakers ensure
their custom
celebration cakes
wow customers
and boost the
bottom line.
Story by Matt Alderton
Photos by Deb Fletcher

C

akes don’t just satisfy a sweet
tooth: They can also soothe the soul.
That’s what Jill Reilly discovered
when she opened Cute
Cakes Bakery & Café in Escondido,
California, in 2010.
A customer came in requesting
two birthday cakes: one for her
daughter and one for her niece, both
turning 2. “They were doing a dual
party,” Reilly says. “The woman
asked for cakes that were identical
in size and shape but inverse in
color, so that the top of one
cake matched the bottom of the
other.”
When
the
customer
picked up her cakes, she burst
into tears of gratitude. She
had grown up in foster care
and had never had her own
birthday party, Reilly says. “She
wanted nothing more than to give
[these] children the things she never had.”
8
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Therein lies the power of celebration cakes;
they make milestone moments sweeter in every
sense of the word. Whether it’s blowing out the
candles at a birthday party or cutting the cake
at a wedding, the dessert commands a certain
amount of ceremony, marking the peak of these
events with a memorable, delicious treat.
And in recent years, thanks to the rise of
food TV and social media, celebration cakes
have reached new design heights. So much so
that consumers today want celebration cakes
to be not only dessert but also decor, says
Christine Kropp, owner of Whimsical Bakery in
Huntsville, Ontario, Canada.
“Customers expect the cake to be a true
centerpiece, just like flowers,” she says. They also
want to be able to customize every aspect of the
dessert, from shape to colors to flavors. “They
want to know the cake was made for them.”
While bakeries across North America
produce beautiful, unique sheet and tier cakes
every day, some businesses are going beyond
those traditional formats. Ady Miriello, owner
of Ady Cakes in West Reading, Pennsylvania,
has made cakes that resemble record players,
mermaids and “Despicable Me” minions; Kropp
has created ones that look like dump trucks, golf
balls and cats; and Reilly’s cakes have taken the
shapes of stadiums, snowmen and seas.
“We work really hard here to make sure our
cake looks as great on the outside as it tastes on
the inside,” says Kristen McKenna, co-owner
of Confectionately Yours Bakery in Quincy,
Massachusetts, whose custom cake creations
have ranged from the sophisticated (think tiered
flowery wedding cakes) to the zany (like an
Amazon box-shaped cake complete with packing
peanuts and a “Fragile” label). A custom cake
completes the celebration “with something sweet
that gets people asking where this cake came
from,” McKenna says. “Customers are able to see
our work, try it themselves and—more often than
not—place their future orders with us.”
However, beautiful design and delicious
taste aren’t the only must-haves for custom
cake success. The ingredient, time and labor
requirements mean that celebration cakes
can be costly to make. By approaching them
strategically, bakers can produce desserts that
are both poignant and profitable.

Clearly Communicate Offerings
A baker’s first area of focus should be the
customer consult.
“Communication is honestly the biggest
part of creating unique cake designs,” explains
McKenna, who says thoroughly interviewing

SWEET SOURCES OF

Inspiration

BAKING TV SHOWS: Since the Food
Network’s “Ace of Cakes” premiere over a
decade ago, TV has become a wellspring for
cake-decorating inspiration. Check out the
Cooking Channel’s “Cake Hunters,” Food
Network’s “Ridiculous Cakes” and Netflix’s “The
Curious Creations of Christine McConnell.”
SOCIAL MEDIA: Tune in to cake artists like
Yolanda Gampp and Gemma Stafford on
YouTube, and follow Katherine Sabbath, Jenna
Rae Cakes and Ron Ben-Israel on Instagram.
On Pinterest, check out The Cake Mamas and
Ashlee Marie.
INDUSTRY EVENTS: See creations up close
and learn from fellow bakers at the International
Baking Industry Exposition (in Las Vegas in
September), the Baking Association of Canada’s
Bakery Showcase (typically in early summer in
either Montreal or Toronto) and the Sweets &
Snacks Expo (annually in May in Chicago). Bakery
suppliers’ regional events are another great place
to find ideas and learn new techniques.
customers helps bakers price cakes correctly
while avoiding miscommunications that could
lead to waste and loss. “Someone can come into
the shop and say, ‘I want a cake that is giraffethemed,’ and that one sentence can go a million
different ways. Are you looking for a cake with
a flat giraffe on it? … Something 3D sculpted?
Realistic-looking like it’s for a zoo, or cutesy and
cartoony like it’s for a baby shower?”
Because themes can be interpreted so
differently, McKenna always asks for inspiration
photos or sketches. “This helps us in two major
ways,” she continues. “One, it gives us visually
an idea of where their head is at. Two, it makes
sure that we are both on the same page in terms
of what their end goal is.”

Optimize Your Bakery’s Resources
“Success in business is all about making a profit
and livable wage,” Miriello says. “It doesn’t
matter how talented you are; if your business
doesn’t make a profit, it’s not going to last. You
have to calculate the cost of everything it takes
to make a cake—electricity, water, rent—and
price your cakes appropriately.”
It’s also important to factor in the amount of
time and skill it takes to make each cake. “The
biggest cost in celebration cakes is labor,” Reilly
DawnFoods.com
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One Cake Mix, 3

Ways

Cake Popsicles
Bake cake using Baker’s Request White
Cake Mix. Mix with Dawn Cream
Cheese Buttercreme Style Icing and
shape popsicles. Dunk each popsicle in
pink-, blue-, lavender- and yellow-dyed
white melting chocolate. Don’t forget to
top the popsicles with sprinkles!

Cake Bark
Prepare Baker’s Request White Cake
Mix, spread thin on a baking sheet and
bake. Cut cake into squares and cover
each side with white melting chocolate
dyed green and flavored with key lime
flavoring. Let chocolate harden and top
bark with candied citrus peels.

Ingredients:
1 pound Baker’s Request White Cake Mix
1 ounce canola oil
4 ounces rainbow sprinkles
12 ounces buttercreme in various colors, such as
pink, yellow and blue
Directions:
In the bowl of a standing mixer, mix cake mix, oil
and 6 ounces of water on low until combined.
Increase speed to medium and mix for two more
minutes. Stir in sprinkles by hand.
Using a #70 or plum disher, form 48 1/2-ounce
scoops of batter and place them on a sheet tray
lined with parchment paper. Bake cake circles at
375 F until done, about 10 to 12 minutes, then let
cool completely.
Using a straight tip, pipe a swirl of buttercreme
in the center of half of the cake circles. Top the
frosted pie halves with remaining cake circles.
Yields 24 whoopie pies
BATTER UP | Summer 2019

Beyond labor, another way to maximize
profitability is by offering custom cakes that
meet different customer budgets, ensuring
you can capture a greater variety of business.
Researching what competitors charge can help
bakers identify ideal pricing ranges, which vary
from market to market.
Miriello, Kropp and Reilly have all recently
launched collections of standardized celebration
cakes as an alternative to custom creations.
They’re decorated with smooth or textured
buttercreme instead of fondant—with optional
accents like flowers and drips—so they’re easier,
cheaper and faster to produce.
“Because they’re simple cakes that we
make frequently, we know exactly how long
they’re going to take us and exactly how much
they’re going to cost,” Miriello says. “There are
no surprises.”
Except, of course, for the happy surprise when
the celebrated individual sees their cake for the
first time. Whatever the creation—standard or
custom, simple or sculptural—that’s the one
happy surprise every baker counts on. To achieve
it profitably, all it takes is guarding your cakes’
costs as closely as you guard their quality.

Bakers turn local fairs, festivals and other off-premise
events into prime marketing and sales opportunities.

S
Photos by iStock

Melissa Trimmer, Senior Applications Chef, Dawn Foods
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says. She used to hire cake decorators exclusively
to handle intricate accent pieces, but she now
explores other ways to get the same result for
lower costs. “I’ve started advertising at the local
art school for sculptors, painters and illustrators
because that talent pool is much more diverse
and affordable,” she says. “As long as they have
an eye for design, I can teach them to work
with fondant instead of clay.” Reilly also factors
the cost of specialized labor into cake prices,
charging a certain amount per hour of intricate
design work.
Miriello focuses on cost-effectively dividing
work among her bakery team. She has three
employees, two of whom are newer to the
business. She often assigns that pair routine
tasks. “The third employee, who I pay more,
only decorates cakes. I pay her to do the things I
can charge more money for,” she says.
Keeping a close eye on labor and process
expenses can help bakers not only ensure
profitability but also identify potential timesavers. And these efficiencies can translate to
even greater profitability if they allow bakers to
lower costs while maintaining cake prices. For
example, using premade bakery ingredients like
cake mixes, fillings and icings eliminates timeconsuming manual processes, giving staff more
time to focus on design efforts.

ummertime means finding reasons to go outside.
And when bakeries take advantage of seasonal
events to grow business outside their brick-andmortar locations and meet new customers, the
possibilities are endless.
Farmers markets are a key platform for seasonal sales:
There are more than 8,500 active ones in the U.S., according
to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. And then there are
festivals—which 48 percent of Americans counted among
their favorite summer staycation activities in a survey from
the National Recreation and Park Association.
These events provide bakeries an opportunity to access a
new revenue stream and reach a wider consumer audience,
according to Jen Musty, owner of San Francisco’s Batter
Bakery, which has a retail shop and kiosk and sells products
at two year-round farmers markets and a number of craft
fairs, food fetes and other events around the Bay Area.
“A lot of what off-premise sales provide is exposure
to a larger community—whether it’s pop-ups or farmers

markets that are generally
much more trafficked by
people from around the
city or tourists,” Musty says.
“People have found us for
their weddings by running
into us at one of these events;
we’ve gotten new clients. It’s been
really valuable for our business.”

Bring the Right Baked Goods—
and the Right Quantity
Determining which products to sell at events can initially
involve guesswork. Musty suggests first-timers start by
focusing on the event’s theme.
“For the farmers market, I bring lots of items that
highlight seasonal produce and ingredients; people are
extremely receptive to those items there,” she says. “For
craft fairs, I try to highlight the artistry of what we do—

By Erin Brereton

DawnFoods.com
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whether that’s hand-decorated shortbread or
cake with candied fruit or vegetables on it,
something people look at and say, ‘That
really is art.’”
Tracking sales—both annually and
on an ongoing basis—helped JET’s
Bakeshop in Osceola, Wisconsin,
estimate how much product to
bring to the two farmers markets
it attended last summer.
“We use [the previous] year as
a starting point and make decisions week to week,” says owner
Jonathan Timm. “Looking at a
particular product, [we say], ‘We
sold out of that in the first hour,
we should probably make more
of it—or we brought stuff back; we
don’t need to make as much.”
It’s important to regularly evaluate
offerings and make adjustments as necessary, just as you would in your bakery.
Grain Artisan Bakery exhibits exclusively
at farmers markets and events in the Seattle area.
At the start of the 2018 summer season, owner
and Pastry Chef Lauren Sophia Anderson logged
the numbers and types of items that were left
at the end of the day in an Excel spreadsheet to
determine what was selling best at each location.
“It’s helpful so I know savory items at the
Capitol Hill Farmers Market are the first things
to sell out,” she says. “In Snohomish, it takes the
whole day to sell the same quantity [of savory
items] sometimes.”
External factors can also affect demand at
farmers markets and festivals.
“Keeping an eye on events in the surrounding
area helps,” Musty says. “If there’s a baseball
game or march, there could be an increase in
foot traffic.”
Conversely, construction or road closures
could discourage pedestrians, resulting in
lower sales.

Watch the Forecast
It’s key to proactively plan for weather
conditions—both rain and shine.
New York City-based Orwashers Bakery
builds its farmers market game plan around
the forecast. If rain is expected, the team brings
less bread and pastries to one of the 12 area
farmers markets it sells at each week—or the
bakery may skip the market altogether. Due to
products’ prep time requirements, that decision
usually happens a couple of days in advance of
the event, according to owner Keith Cohen.
“We work on a two- to three-day cycle,”
he says. “For the market in Long Island on
12
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Batter Bakery
owner Jen Musty
at the Ferry Plaza
Farmers Market in
San Francisco.

Wednesday, we have to have the order in by
Monday afternoon because Tuesday morning at
3 a.m., the mixing [starts].”
Sunny weather can require just as much
planning as rain, especially on sweltering
summer days.
“With baked goods, the sun is really not
your friend,” Timm says. During JET’s first
season selling at farmers markets, Timm
invested in a portable tent to shield his booth
from the sun, but the tent was too easily
toppled by wind. “We learned you need to
attach the tent to something heavy—we attach
it to the delivery vehicle,” he says.
In addition to blocking direct sunlight,
bakers should perfect product insulation. When
Anderson offers custard cups, for example, she
packs them in reusable plastic totes that are
slightly larger than a shoebox.
“I put a rack in the bottom and fill the whole
thing with ice so it keeps cool,” she says. “We nest
the totes in wicker baskets so they look nice.”
Along with protecting products, planning for inclement weather requires ensuring
proper shelter and storage for booth equipment. For this, bakeries can work with event
administrators. Orwashers’ booth, which is
reminiscent of a country store, is an integral

part of the bakery’s presentation and brand, so
keeping it in tip-top shape was essential. After
team members noticed its setup equipment
was getting damaged in transit each week,
they talked to farmers market organizers, who
agreed to let Orwashers store equipment at the
event space.

Confirm Compliance With Regulations
Certain events require registration and regulatory compliance: For instance, to participate
in farmers markets, JET’s has been asked to
provide a food handling license and prove its
bakery is a licensed facility. And Musty has
found organizers often ask for liability insurance and a temporary permit if the event is on
national park property.
“You often have to submit an application and
be really well-versed in sampling procedures;
hot and cold holding procedures; how to set
up a handwashing station—they have to make
sure you’re handling goods safely at the event,”
Musty says.
Research every event thoroughly before
committing to it, and consider attending it
ahead of time to get familiar with the location and avoid potential logistical headaches
during setup.

Maximize Your Booth’s
Customer Experience
Before an event, Musty sketches out what her
booth will look like so she can make the most
of how tables, displays and other elements are
arranged. She also reviews a checklist that maps
out the items she brought or wishes she’d brought
to previous events to ensure small things like
labels and scissors are accounted for.
“The worst thing is to get to an event in another
city and realize we don’t have tongs or gloves and
have to scramble,” Musty says. “We try to streamline it [because] the morning of the event is always
busy.” She packs standard items like pastry bags,
boxes, extra tables and forks a day or more before
the event so they’re at the ready.
Another consideration is that people tend
to eat treats immediately at festivals and fairs,
rather than take them home, which can impact

how bakeries serve products.
JET’s used to prepackage its baked goods in
plastic wrapping but now displays them in clear
storage bins.
“As we started learning more people were
just consuming an item right when they bought
it, we switched over to napkins and little paper
bags,” Timm says. “The paper sleeves were definitely less expensive—likewise when people just
want a napkin for their scone.”
This packaging technique also lends itself
more easily to sampling, which is key to exposing
products to potential new consumers. Plugging
these samples on social media can also be effective in attracting individuals who may be interested in your products but not necessarily ready
to commit to a purchase.
Lastly, just as in your bakery, providing
warm, helpful service at these events is essential
to making sales and turning booth visitors into
return customers.
“People really want human interaction,” Cohen
says. “That’s why these markets exist. It should be
a fun outing for everyone—there should be that
connection you can’t find at a larger store.”
With a solid game plan, bakeries can turn
off-premise summer events into major sales
opportunities.

Factors to keep in
mind when choosing
your booth spot
If you get to choose your booth location,
there are easy ways to pinpoint a
spot that’ll be optimal for sales.
Jen Musty, owner of San Francisco-based
Batter Bakery, suggests positioning your
setup near merchants that offer
goods that complement yours.
“For us, it makes a ton of sense to be
around a lot of other food vendors;
that way you can be part of the snack
shopping when people first come in or
are partway through,” Musty says. “If
there’s coffee, I often request to be in the
general vicinity—that’s a good pairing.”
Being near vendors you patronize
can also be beneficial.
“Our apple vendor is across the pathway,
and we get chai from the tea vendor
next door,” Musty says. “It allows me to
keep a close eye on what’s in season and
what’s coming out, and I know what to
expect—I see the first cherries and know
if you wait a week or two, they’ll be the
best of the year.”
DawnFoods.com
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PROTECTING YOUR
ERGONOMIC HEALTH

5 STEPS
TO ...

Simple exercises help bakers manage their physical well-being on the job.
Working in a bakery can be physically demanding. And just like athletes, staff need to be in peak condition, which is
where certain workplace hacks come in. For example, ensure decorators work at tables that are the right heights.
And, decorators can use bowl scrapers for smoothing out cake icing to reduce the amount of time
suspending their arms. In addition, certain EXERCISES and STRETCHES can protect you
and your employees from aches, breaks and pulls. Check out these five.

The Upper
Hand

Joint
Venture
Prepare your joints
for mixing and
decorating by rotating your
shoulders, elbows and wrists in the air.
Gradually make the circles larger until
they reach a range that exceeds what
your baking activity requires.

Raising
the Bar
To support foot circulation,
stand with the balls of your
feet securely on a stair or step
stool. Let your heels hang
off the edge. Slowly raise
your heels until you’re on
your tiptoes, hold for a few
seconds. Lower until level with
the platform. Repeat 10 times.

To manage hand pain, hold your
hand out straight and space out
fingers. Tighten your hand so
your finger pads rest where your
fingers and palm meet. Stretch
again, and make a full fist.
		
Repeat stretch and
reach your finger pads
toward your wrist.
Do 10 times.

ombre away
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M o n a L is a

This cake is easy to
make, fun to decorate
and the chocolate
decorations will
have your customers
clamoring for more!
#Color It
#Texture It
#Shape It
#Taste It
#Make it Extraordinary

Knee Deep
Get ready for heavy lifting by
strengthening your knees. While
standing, bend your knees
slightly, to about a 20-degree
angle. Stand up straight and
bend again to 40
degrees. Continue
deepening your bends
until you’re close to
the ground.
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Get the
Ball Rolling
If you’ve been standing
all day, use a tennis ball
to stretch out your feet.
From either a standing
or seated position, place
your foot over the ball
and roll it from heel to
toe and back for about
two minutes.

C O N TA C T YO U R L O C A L D AW N S A L E S
R E P R E S E N TAT I V E F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N .

— Emelia Fredlick
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BAKING
AN EARFUL
Aw shucks: Corn can’t help but
add summer flair to desserts.
CRUNCH TIME
Hazelnut-Corn-Chocolate Cake: Caramelize corn with
butter and sugar. Pulse with hazelnut liqueur and buttermilk.
Mix in dry cake ingredients and bake cake. Apply chocolate
ganache to cake and top with caramel popcorn.

CHILL OUT
Sweet Corn Ice Cream: Mix milk, cornstarch, heavy
cream, corn syrup, sugar, salt, corn kernels and cob, and bring to a
boil. Remove cob, whisk in cream cheese, and chill mixture before
pouring into an ice cream maker and churning. Serve ice cream
alongside vanilla cake, or sandwich between bacon-sugar cookies.

FILLED WITH SWEETNESS
Sweet Corn-Filled Donuts: Blend Bavarian creme and
cream corn until smooth. Fill yeast-raised Bismarks with
corn creme. Dip donuts in glaze, then top them with
chopped corn kernels and caramel icing drizzle.

Visit
DawnFoo
ds.com/Re
cipes
for the full
Corn-Filled Sweet
Donuts
recipe
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FRESH
THINKING

